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Abstract: This short note shows that the Lundberg's exponential upperbound in the ruin
problem of non-life insurance with compound Poisson claims is also valid for the Poisson shot
noise delayed claims model, and that the optimal exponent depends only on the distribution
of the total claim per accident, not on the time it takes to honor the claim. This result
holds under Cramer's condition (For background in the classical Poisson compound model
of claims, see the �rst pages of [2] or[3], and for the delayed claims problem, see [4] where
the shot noise model is studied.)

1 Poisson Shot Noise

A Poisson shot noise (PSN) is a process of the form

X(t) =
X
n

h(t� Tn; Xn) 1(0;t](Tn);

where fTngn2Z is the sequence of times of a homogeneous Poisson process of rate �, and
fXngn2Z is an i.i.d sequence of random elements of a measurable space (E; E), independent
of the Poisson process, and h(t; x) = 0 for negative times, and is otherwise non-negative. In
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the sequel, the time t is always positive. Campbell's formula

E[X(t)] = �

Z 1

0
E[h(s;X1)]ds;

an therefore, the PSN, which is always well de�ned since the function h is non-negative, is
�nite if

�
def
= �

Z 1

0
E[h(t; X1)]dt <1:

A PSN is also called a (randomly) �ltered Poisson process, with the interpretation that
h(t� Tn; Xn) is the random impulse response associated with spike, or impulse, at Tn.

The total (or integrated) input in the time interval (0; t] is

A((0; t]) =
Z t

0
X(s)ds;

and it takes the form

A((0; t]) =
X
n

H(t� Tn; Xn) 1(0;t](Tn) +
X
n

(H(t� Tn; Xn)�H(�Tn; Xn)) 1(�1;0](Tn);

(1.1)
where

H(t; x) =
Z t

0
h(s; x)ds:

The interpretation of this model in terms of non-life insurance is the following. A claim
occurs at time Tn and the insurance company honors this claim at the rate h(t � Tn; Xn).
The total claim is therefore �n =

R1
0 h(t� Tn; Xn)dt. This is a uid model of claims.

To account for claims which not necessarily uid (as the compound Poisson model of the
classical theory), we adopt the integrated Poisson shot noise (IPSN) model (1.1) where

H(t; x) = �(x; [0; t]) (1.2)

and �(x; �) is for each x a measure on the non-negative half-line.

If �(x; �) = xÆ(�) where Æ(�) is the Dirac unit mass at 0, we have the input of the classical
compound Poisson model. In this case we denote Xn by �n, and therefore

A((0; t]) =
X
n

�n1(0;t](Tn):

In the general model

E[A([0; t))] = �

Z t

0
E[H(s;X1)]ds + �

Z 1

0
E[H(t+ s;X1)�H(s;X1)]ds:
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In particular if this quantity is �nite for some t > 0, then it is �nite for all t > 0, and
proportional to t. The traÆc intensity is then

�
def
=

1

t
�

�Z t

0
E[H(s;X1)]ds+

Z 1

0
E[H(t+ s;X1)�H(s;X1)]ds

�
: (1.3)

The total claim for accident 1 is

�1 = H(1; X1) = �(X1;R+):

2 Lundberg's estimate

The insurance company starts with an initial fortune u. The total amount paid by the
insurance company in the interval (0; t] is

A0((0; t]) =
X
n

H(t� Tn; Xn) 1(0;t](Tn): (2.1)

The ruin probability is therefore, when the gross premium rate is c,

	SN(u) = P (sup
t�0

fA0((0; t])� ct � ug ;

where the upper index refers to shot noise. In the classical ruin problem, with compound
Poisson claim process, we omit the upper index. We assume the usual condition

� < c: (2.2)

We also assume that the claim process is light-tailed, that is

E
h
e�H(1;X1)

i
< 1; (2.3)

for all � in a neighborhood of 0. This is Cramer's condition.

We have the following result:

Theorem 2.1. Under Cramer's condition, that is if there exists R > 0 solution of

�E[�1]
Z 1

0
eRzdFI(z) = c; (2.4)

where FI(t) = (E[�1])
�1
R t
0(1�F (z))dz is the stationary residual claim distribution, then we

have Lundberg's inequality
	SN(u) � e�Ru: (2.5)

Moreover R is the best exponent in Lundberg's inequality for the delayed claims process.
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Proof. If in the classical (non-delayed) model we take for claim size �1 = H(1; X1), we
have the inequality

	SN(u) � 	(u); (2.6)

which results from the observation that the classical ruin process is dominated by the corre-
sponding delayed claims ruin process.

To prove that R is the best exponent in Lundberg's inequality for the delayed claims
process we begin by showing that

lim
u"1

1

u
	SN(u) = �R0;

where R0 is the solution of

�E
h
eR

0�1 � 1
i
= cR0: (2.7)

To show this, we use the general results of [1], which give

R0 = supf� ; �(�) � 0g; (2.8)

where

�(�) = lim
t"1

1

t
lnE

h
e�(A0([0;t))�ct)

i
: (2.9)

Straightforward computations (see section 2.1 of [4]) show that

1

t
lnE[e�A0([0;t))] = �

1

t

Z t

0
E[e�H(s;X1) � 1]ds : (2.10)

Under the light-tail assumption (2.3), the �rst term in the left-hand side converges to

�E[e�H(1;X1) � 1]:

It now remains to show that R = R0. But this follows from the observation that

�

Z 1

0
e�z(1� F (z))dz ==

�

�
E
h
e��1 � 1

i
:

2
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